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Dear Sir/Madam: 

 

I have attached a highlighted copy (first three pages) of the RM of St. Andrews, Consulting Report 

completed by “Way to Go Consulting” dated December 2020. This report is openly available on the RM 

website. I’ve included the complete report for reference but will only make note of the first several 

pages. The document is available for download; 

 

https://standrews.municipalwebsites.ca/Editor/images/Merged%20all%20Rate%20Study%20Items%20-

%20Feb%2025-2021-without%20by-law.pdf 

 

The reason that I am referencing the report, is that it outlines options that remain available to the RM. It 

also provides supplementary background material for PUB. I have reviewed the proposed rates 

submitted to PUB. Based on cost, they appear to be founded on a “not yet approved” levy. My intent is 

to focus on the process which the RM has initiated, and point out several inconsistencies. The first issue 

which is core, is that the “proposed $100 levy” which is to be applied to unconnected properties; has 

not yet been approved by the “Manitoba Municipal Board.” As of this date, there is no Hearing currently 

scheduled.  

 

I find it ironic, that the RM can apply to PUB for an interim rate, when they have already factored in the 

“unapproved” levy for the proposed rate. Reasonably, the Municipal Board should rule on the levy prior 

to a PUB submission. As the RM’s current submission stands, there are far too many outstanding 

variables to accurately render a tangible decision. 

 

In my mind, it makes no sense for the RM to ask the PUB to rule on an interim rate when the levy 

represents a component of the suggested rate. I would like to add, that the levy has been a subject of 

heated controversy in the RM. Residents were told that they had five years to connect to the 

wastewater line yet, ultimately those that chose not to connect, are now being charged for a service 

which is not being provided. In essence, the $100 levy is considered a penalty for not connecting 

immediately.  

 

I have highlighted several areas in the RM’s proposal which could very well impact on utility rates. These 

are not small or insignificant variables. They remain paramount to discussion. In my opinion, prior to a 

PUB submission, these steps should have been fully ratified:   
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A. I note on page 2 (top), “The Following is a list of critical path steps required to establish initial 

utility rates.” The first criteria namely, a completed and signed service agreement with the City 

of Winnipeg has not been met. Yes, there has been discussion and an unbinding MOU is in place. 

But, there is nothing that would otherwise provide support for the suggested utility rate. 

Furthermore, the RM is sharing pipe with West St. Paul and there still remains no signed 

agreement in place. 

 

In essence, “Utilities Buy in Charges” as suggested by the RM remain charges which cannot be 

validated at this time. Without a signed agreement in place with the City of Winnipeg, a “buy in” 

charge could very easily change. In spite of this quandary, the RM has indicated that the “buy in” 

will in fact increase to $3100.00 in 2023.  

 

B. The RM has actually noted that the proposal to PUB hinges on whether or not the RM can 

proceed with a third reading (ie. Page 2, bullet 8). The RM can’t argue that they aren’t aware of 

the variables involved in moving forward to PUB, they are simply ignoring due process.  

If we look at the ten bullets referenced by the consulting report, we can quickly gleam that many of 

these steps have simply not been taken. I don’t feel it appropriate, to discuss the finer details of the 

proposed levy at this point. This is clearly the purview of the “Municipal Board.” My intent in raising it, 

was only to suggest, that the PUB application was premature. PUB cannot obviously rule on financial 

variables which are deemed purely speculative.  

It should be noted, that residents have grown very weary of the RM’s business practices relative to the 

wastewater utility. Within weeks, the yearly property tax component to recoup the LID capital cost 

charge went from $464/yearly to $505 yearly. The issue stems from the lack of a concerted effort to lock 

in a more favourable interest rate. Letters were sent out to residents in both instances, with little to no 

explanation. The fact that this application is currently before the PUB with admitted variables/steps still 

outstanding, speaks to a lack of demonstrated business structure. The RM has driven this process based 

on a “wastewater connection” date of April 1, 2021 which has no foundation in legal reality.   

The RM has admitted on page “2” that there remains “critical steps” still outstanding. My hope is that 

PUB does not rule on an interim rate until the residents of the RM can be provided a detailed analysis 

based on financial fact and not speculation. Very clearly, this can only take place once the Municipal 

Board has ruled on the proposed levy. The current proposal has suggested that PUB rule on a rate 

proposal that implicates monies (levy) which is pending a Municipal Board Hearing. I would ask, that 

PUB consider not proceeding until such time that financial agreements have been ratified and the levy 

approved. 

Your consideration is very much appreciated. 

 

Regards, 

 

Lou Morissette 
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